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Abstract

As an alternative to thermoelectric generators, heat engines show great interest thanks to their abil-

ity to convert temperature spatial gradient into time-domain temperature variations or vibrations.

To this end, MultiPhysic Memory Alloys (MPMAs), combining shape memory characteristics with

ferromagnetic properties, provide significant attractive characteristics such as sharp transition with

reduced hysteresis as well as magnetic properties enabled by heating, thus allowing easier device

development and implementation. In this study, we report the development of a heat engine for

small-scale energy harvesting where the MPMA transfers its heat to a pyroelectric element that

provides thermal to electrical energy conversion, yielding a more direct energy conversion path

compared to conventional electromechanical heat engines. Furthermore, thermally decoupling the

pyroelectric element from the MPMA allows a faster cooling of the latter, accounting for higher

variation frequency. Compared to the use of electromagnetic transduction through a coil attached

to the moving MPMA, this approach is shown to provide 3 to 9 times more power density (accord-

ing to considered volume), with theoretical potential gains from 8 to 25 with the use of nonlinear

electrical interfaces.

Keywords: energy harvesting, heat engine, shape memory alloy, ferromagnetism, pyroelectric,

thermal

1. Introduction

With the rise of microwatt and sub-microwatt electronic components and sensors, autonomous

wireless devices and networks are experiencing a rapid development both at scientific and industrial

scales, notably boosted by promises of the “Internet of Things” concept. The wide deployment

of such connected and interconnected systems however raises the issue of ensuring stable, long-

lasting and reliable power supply. While conventional batteries are mainly employed, they feature
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severe limitations in application cases where the apparatus is intended to operate for long time in

confined and/or relatively harsh environments. More precisely, recent trends have shown a shift

of paradigm, where the limitations of batteries are no longer related to their initial stored energy

but to their leakage that yields energy losses before it can be effectively used [1]. Such leakage is

even more important under moderate to high temperatures for instance. As an example, at 60 ˚C,

Li-Ion battery packs lose more than half of their energy within one year [2], preventing their use

in remote or barely accessible locations (e.g., Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems [3]).

Under such circumstances, providing reliable energy source can be done considering the sur-

rounding sources directly available from the close environment. Once converted into electrical

energy, these sources can sustainably supply the device. This has led to the concept of small-scale

“energy harvesting” that has been, under its modern form, under investigation for almost two

decades, with outcomes in the field of energy, transportation [3], civil engineering [4], biomedical

applications [5] and general sensing networks [6] for instance. In this framework, typical micro-

generators scavenging energy from their close environment, with dimensions from millimeter scale

to centimeter scale, can provide a few microwatts to a few milliwatts of output power to supply

electronic components. Many energy sources can be under consideration according to the operating

environment, such as solar or vibrations [7, 8]. However, thermal energy, that can be seen as the

basic energy source, is widely available especially in the form of temperature gradients [9].

Converting temperature gradient into electricity can typically be done through thermoelectric

modules (also referred as ThermoElectric Generators - TEG) [10, 11] that exploit Seebeck effect

[12]. However, such materials show strong drawbacks in terms of input energy, as their high thermal

conductivity prevents from effectively maintaining temperature gradient across the material in

realistic applications [13], and necessitating the use of bulky heat exchangers that dramatically

reduce the power density of this class of microgenerators. For example, while the footprint of

Micropelt� TGP module is only 15× 10× 9.3 mm3, achieving 1.7 mW for a hot side temperature

of 50 ˚C (cold side being at room temperature) necessitates the use of a 50 × 43.1 × 16.51 mm3

heat exchanger, hence increasing the device volume by a factor greater than 25 and reducing the

actual power density to 46 µW.cm−3 [14].

Alternative solutions to overcome such limitations have been proposed through the use of heat

engines, able to convert a temperature gradient into a mechanical motion (and thus local tempera-

ture time-domain variations). Among possible implementations of such systems using for instance

Stirling engine ([15]), thermolytic osmotic heat engines ([16]) or thermoacoustic devices ([17]) which

show limited integration potentials at small-scale, phase transitions in dedicated materials are an

effective means to trigger mechanical vibrations or rotation from a temperature gradient (although

other singular concepts have also been reported, such as bimetallic strips [18]). Thermally ac-

tivated phase transitions can be obtained through gas-liquid transition [19] or structural phase

transition of conventional Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) [20, 22] for instance, but the most efficient
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approach at small scale lies in using the ferromagnetic transition of magnetic materials [23], as

the associated solid state transition allows significant integration potentials. While ferromagnetic

heat engine concepts have been devised for more than a century [24–26], their actual application

in small scale systems coupled with proper energy conversion materials is still recent. Advanced

solutions using materials combining both SMA and ferromagnetic behaviors (Ferromagnetic Shape

Memory Alloys - FSMA) were thus demonstrated [27, 28]. Some of the reported concepts even

revealed power densities competing with conventional TEGs [29], while showing further room for

improvement thanks to up-scaling effects [30]. Yet, thermal gradient energy harvesting through

heat engines is still at very low TRL (Technology Readiness Level) and requires more conceptual

and technical developments for providing reliable and cost-effective solutions. In particular, one of

the main limitations of current ferromagnetic and FSMA heat engines lies in the fact that mate-

rial magnetic behavior is decreasing with temperature due to the sole second order ferromagnetic

transition. In order to enable mechanical displacement, this necessitates the use of magnetizing

elements (e.g., magnets) close or in contact to the hot source. Such a constraint makes the device

design quite complex, and may not be cost-effective as high-temperature magnets are quite ex-

pensive and/or do not provide significant magnetic flux density. While high performance magnets

able to work efficiently up to 230 ˚C (through addition of Dysprosium or Terbium for instance in

the case of neodymium magnets) can be commercially found, such as the AH grade ([31]), their

actual price may compromise the need of cost-affordable solutions to provide economically viable

alternatives to conventional batteries. For example, raw Dysprosium cost is 5-10 times higher than

that of Neodymium ([32, 33]).

Recently, a class of Heusler alloys [34] featuring metamagnetic behavior (e.g., Ni-Mn-Co-In

alloys [35]) has been demonstrated to provide attractive properties to overcome these limitations.

Particularly, such materials show an initial gain of magnetization with the temperature, thanks to a

reversed martensitic to austenite structural phase transition. Like FSMAs, such compounds allow

interdependent link between thermal, magnetic and structural aspects, and can thus be considered

as a MultiPhysic Memory Alloy (MPMA). However, their particular magnetic properties triggered

at high temperature permit using magnets on the cold side of the harvester, therefore significantly

relaxing design constraints and allowing new concepts to be exploited [35]. Additionally, while it

might be thought that Heusler alloy-based heat engines may be prone to thermal cycling effects

that would compromise their good operations, it shall be noted that for such applications only

partial transformation occurs, hence limiting the structural changes. Additionally, Ni-Mn based

compositions as investigated in the present study show much weaker dependence to thermal cycles

(with changes of the transition temperature of a few K only and similar hysteresis width after

thousand cycles - [36, 37]) compared to other alloys such as Co-Cr-Ga-Si, which can experience

total suppression of martensitic transformation after a few cycles ([38]).

Nevertheless, whatever the considered effect behind proposed heat engines in the literature, the
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large majority relies on electromechanical energy conversion (piezoelectric, magnetic and so on)

from the mechanical oscillations, necessitating an additional step in the energy flow therefore limit-

ing the device efficiency. Direct thermal transfer and its conversion into electricity, would therefore

provide a more straightforward energy conversion path and thus better performance. Noting that

heat engines not only provide conversion of a DC temperature gradient into a mechanical oscil-

lation but also convert this thermal input into a time-varying temperature at the MPMA level,

materials able to convert the latter into electricity would be beneficial. Particularly well adapted

materials to this end are pyroelectric elements able to directly link temperature changes into charge

generation [13, 39]. While using pyroelectric elements into heat engines have been mentioned in a

few studies [20], their actual implementation and investigation have barely been under considera-

tion. Although a remarkable example was demonstrated by Ravindran et al. [21], the considered

thermomechanical actuation (bistable mechanism triggered by gas expansion into a chamber) still

requires a significant heat transfer from the thermal to the mechanical domain, hence deviating

part of the energy from the main electrothermal energy conversion path. Hence, advantageous

use of pyroelectric elements in the thermal behavior of the system is still an open question. With

respect to the heat engine approaches devised here, Table 1 summarizes the key points of each pos-

sible heat engine technologies at small scale. Hence, it can be seen that one major bottleneck relies

on the effective conversion of heat into electricity. Indeed, most of the reported implementations

consider electromechanical energy conversion (through piezoelectric or electromagnetic coupling for

instance), which therefore necessitates a supplementary conversion stage that is detrimental to the

global thermal to electrical energy transfer efficiency. The only exception is the use of pyroelectric

coupling in [21], but the propose solution still requires a mechanical movement that necessitates

significant energy from the thermal source.

Hence, in order to address this issue, this paper proposes a MPMA-based heat engine using

pyroelectric elements. The novelty behind the proposed concept, in addition to the combination

of MPMAs (that feature magnetization gain as temperature increases) with pyroelectric energy

conversion, consists in using direct heat transfer from heated MPMA to pyroelectric device (the

latter being fixed), therefore enabling direct heat exchange and associated electrothermal conversion

as well as facilitating MPMA cooling through this heat exchange for performance enhancement.

Furthermore, the proposed concept allows a quite straightforward energy conversion path from

thermal to electrical domain, with very little part used for mechanical actuation. The paper is

organized as follows. Section 2 exposes the principles of the proposed concept along its modeling.

The device is then experimentally implemented and devised in Section 3, with further design and

optimization considerations given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper, recalling

the main findings of the study.
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Ref. Actuation Harvesting Advantages Drawbacks

[20] Shape Memory

Alloys (SMAs)

Piezoelectric � Integrable � Multiple conversions

in energy path (ther-

mal/mechanical/electrical)

� Thermal inertia of passive parts

� Low electrothermal conversion

efficiency

[22] Shape Memory

Alloys (SMAs)

Electromagnetic � High power

� Rotational

� Multiple conversions

in energy path (ther-

mal/mechanical/electrical)

� Low electrothermal conversion

efficiency

� Difficult integration

[18] Bimetallic strip Piezoelectric � Simple process � Multiple conversions

in energy path (ther-

mal/mechanical/electrical)

� Low electrothermal conversion

efficiency

[21] Gas expansion +

bistable beam

Pyrolectric � Direct thermal to

electrical energy

conversion

� Thermal inertia of passive parts

� Significant thermal energy

used to trigger mechanical

snap-through

� Low energy conversion efficient

� Low frequency

[23] Thermomagnetic

(ferromagnetic)

Piezoelectric � Integrable

� High frequency

� Multiple conversions in energy

path (thermal / mechanical /

electrical)

� May require high temperature

magnets

[27–

30]

Thermomagnetic

(ferromagnetic

SMA)

Electromagnetic

(coil)

� Integrable

� Frequency-up con-

version

� Multiple conversions in energy

path (thermal / mechanical /

electrical)

� Low electrothermal conversion

efficiency

� Requires high temperature mag-

nets

[35] Thermomagnetic

(MPMA)

Electromagnetic

(coil)

� Integrable

� Frequency-up con-

version

� Multiple conversions in energy

path (thermal / mechanical /

electrical)

� Low electrothermal conversion

efficiency

Table 1: Main small scale heat engine technologies and comparison.
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2. Heat engine principles and theoretical developments

This section aims at exposing the concept and analysis of the proposed heat engine. More

precisely, as a multiphysic system, thermal, mechanical and magnetic developments will be set up,

along with the interfaces between these fields. Then, all aspects will be combined to allow the

evaluation of the proposed device.

2.1. Device & operation principles

The fundamental concept of the proposed pyroelectric heat engine relies on the phase transition

of Ni-Mn-Co-In MPMA that permits, in the considered temperature range, to enable magnetic

behavior as the temperature increases thanks to the metamagnetic behavior. The device operations

are illustrated in Figure 1. Starting from low temperature (1), the MPMA exhibits a non magnetic

martensitic phase so that the flexural stiffness of the substrate cantilever beam ensures the contact

of the MPMA with the hot source. As the MPMA is heated, it transits to the magnetic austenite

phase, hence gaining magnetic properties, until its magnetic susceptibility is high enough to trigger

sufficient magnetic attraction by the magnet with respect to the restoring force of the cantilever

substrate. At this point, the MPMA therefore bends the beam, and comes in contact with the

Magnet

MPMA Hot source

Can�lever
substrate

Pyro

(1) Hea�ng (2) Cooling

a) MPMA in contact with hot source:
hea�ng and magne�za�on gain

(configura�on (1))

Temperature

Magne�za�on

Hea�ng: magne�za�on

Temperature

Magne�za�on

(2): a�racted by 

magnet

b) Sufficient magne�za�on to get
a�racted by magnet: the MPMA is

li�ed (configura�on (2))

Temperature

Magne�za�on Cooling: eventual

demagne�za�on

c) MPMA is li�ed: cooling down and 
magne�za�on loss (poten�al ini�al

increase)

Temperature

Magne�za�on

(1): cannot be

maintained by

magnet – hea�ng up

d) Magne�za�on no longer
sufficient: MPMA s�cks back hot

source

Figure 1: Heat engine concept.
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pyroelectric element. The alloy therefore transmits part of its heat to the pyroelectric element,

that converts it into electricity. Meanwhile, the MPMA cools down, reducing its magnetization and

thus weakening the magnetic force from the magnet (2) until the flexural force becomes prevalent

to bring the cantilever back to its initial state (1), initiating a new cycle.

Compared to previously developed heat engines (e.g., [21, 23, 27, 29, 35]), the proposed concept

has one or several of the following advantages:

1. The magnet is on the cold source side. This enables the use of conventional neodymium

magnets, with no particular constraints on the temperature tolerance. Also, the device

development is facilitated (less spacing and dimension issues).

2. The energy conversion material is separated from the actuation material. This therefore

allows a simpler device development, but also helps in cooling down the MPMA faster, as

the latter transfers part of its heat to the pyroelectric transducer.

3. Energy conversion path goes directly from the thermal domain to the electrical one, without

significant part being used for mechanical excitation, accounting for a better energy thermo-

electrical conversion of the source.

2.2. Analysis

Following the above exposed operation principles, this subsection aims at providing some the-

oretical considerations allowing the assessment of the device performance. The analysis will first

consist in evaluating the thermal behavior and mechanical aspects separately (the latter also includ-

ing magnetic interactions), that will be ultimately combined to derive the expectable harvesting

abilities.

2.2.1. Thermal behavior

Assuming that the magnet is far away from the other parts of the device, it does not play any

role in the thermal behavior. Furthermore, considering that MPMA and pyroelement thermal con-

duction coefficients are much higher than the other ones, their thermal resistances can be neglected

and their temperatures can be considered as uniform (also due to their small thicknesses). The

MPMA (and its substrate) being moveable, the air gaps on both sides (i.e., between MPMA and

hot source and between MPMA and pyroelectric element) exhibit varying thicknesses. Accordingly,

the associated thermal lumped model as equivalent electrical circuit is given in Figure 2. Rair refers

to the total thermal resistance of the air gap (both sides) that is fluctuating due to the movement

of the MPMA beam. This movement is represent by the ratio x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) of this total air gap

distribution between both sides. Note that because of non-perfect contact (between MPMA beam

and hot source or pyroelement), the respective minimal and maximal values of x may not be 0

and 1. Rsub and Rsup respectively represent the thermal conduction of MPMA substrate beam

and superficial exchange (mainly convection) with ambient environment (pyroelectric substrate
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Thot Tamb

x.Rair Rsub (1-x).Rair Rsup

CMPMA

Tamb

Cpyro

Tamb

�hot �air �amb

�MPMA �pyro

TMPMA Tpyro

Figure 2: Heat engine thermal model.

conduction being considered negligible as well), while CMPMA and Cpyro refer to the MPMA and

pyroelement thermal capacitances, respectively. Finally, Thot is the hot temperature, Tamb the cold

(ambient) temperature and φhot, φair, φamb, φMPMA and φpyro the heat flux associated to each

branch of the circuit.

Based on this model, the temperature difference and heat flux expressions follow:



Thot − TMPMA = (xRair +Rsub)φhot

TMPMA − Tpyro = (1− x)Rairφair

Tpyro − Tamb = Rsupφamb

φhot = φair + φMPMA

φair = φamb + φpyro

φMPMA = CMPMA
dTMPMA

dt

φpyro = Cpyro
dTpyro

dt

(1)

From Eq. (1) and considering the input temperature matrix T = [Thot, Tamb]
t

(t denoting the

transpose operator) and output temperature matrix Θ = [TMPMA, Tpyro]
t
, the following state-

space equation can be derived:

ρΘ + τΘ̇ = T (2)

where:



ρ =

 Rsub+Rair

(1−x)Rair
−Rsub+xRair

(1−x)Rair

− Rsup

(1−x)Rair

Rsup+(1−x)Rair

(1−x)Rair



τ =

(Rsub + xRair)CMPMA 0

0 RsupCMPMA


(3)

From the above expression, it can be seen that the temperature variation is defined as a piecewise

first order equation (the switching from heating to cooling being given by the value of the distance

ratio x). Hence, it can be inferred that both hot and cold (ambient) temperatures have an impact

on the dynamics of the system, due to the exponential shape of the temperature change.
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2.2.2. Mechanical and magnetomechanical analysis

As a thermomechanical system, mechanical analysis of the heat engine is provided in this

section. Globally speaking, the principle lies in the interaction between restoring force of the beam

and magnetic force between the magnet and the MPMA. Considering that the MPMA is bonded

at the end of a cantilever beam, the mechanical force Fmech can be obtained considering static

bending stiffness K:

Fmech = Ku (4)

where u is the tip displacement and K is given as:

K = 3
EI

l3
(5)

with E the elastic modulus, I the area moment of inertia (I = (wh3)/12 with w the beam width

and h its thickness in the case of a homogeneous rectangular beam) and l the beam length.

On the magnetic side, considering axisymmetric arrangement of the magnet, 2D problem (mag-

net and MPMA in the same plane) and thin and homogeneously magnetized MPMA leads to the

following expression of the magnetic force Fmag on the MPMA ([40]):

Fmag = VMPMA

(
M(TMPMA,B).∇

)
B (6)

where VMPMA is the MPMA volume, M(TMPMA,B) its magnetization vector and B the magnetic

flux density vector applied to the material. Assuming that the low susceptibility of the MPMA

does not significantly change the field lines generated by the magnet and magnetic linear response

of the MPMA, its magnetization yields:

M(TMPMA,B) =
1

µ0

χ(TMPMA)

1 + χ(TMPMA)
B (7)

with χ(TMPMA) the temperature-dependent MPMA magnetic susceptibility and µ0 = 4π×10−7 T.m.A−1

the vacuum permeability. Hence, in the device plane, the magnetic force turns to, in cylindrical

coordinates ([40]):

Fmag(r, z, TMPMA) =


Fr(r, z, TMPMA)

Fz(r, z, TMPMA)

Fθ(r, z, TMPMA)

 =
VMPMA

µ0

χ(TMPMA)

1 + χ(TMPMA)


Br(r, z)

∂Br(r,z)
∂r +Bz(r, z)

∂Bz(r,z)
∂r

Br(r, z)
∂Br(r,z)

∂z +Bz(r, z)
∂Bz(r,z)

∂z

0


(8)

where Fr, Fz and Fθ are the respective radial, axial and azimuthal components of the force, and

Br and Bz the radial and axial components of the magnetic flux density, respectively. r and z

denote the radial and axial distances, respectively. Finally, the effective force acting on the MPMA
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beam can be obtained through the projection of Fmag on the displacement axis of the beam (i.e.,

normal unitary vector n):

Fmag(r, z, TMPMA) = Fmag(r, z, TMPMA).n (9)

Combining the beam and magnetic forces further allows deriving the conditions for obtaining

oscillations:

Fmag (rmax, zmax, T MPMA|max) > Kumin (attraction by magnet)

Fmag (rmin, zmin, T MPMA|min) < Kumax (pulling back to hot source)
(10)

with rmax (resp. rmin) and zmax (resp. zmin) respectively denoting the radial and axial distances

when the MPMA is far away from (resp. close to) the magnet1, umin and umax the minimal and

maximal beam deflection, and T MPMA|min and T MPMA|max the minimal and maximal MPMA

temperature (obtained from Section 2.2.1).

2.2.3. Evaluation of generated power

The pyroelectric element is a ferroelectric element deriving from dielectric materials. From the

constitutive equation of the direct effect pyroelectricity along polarization axis (considered to be

the 3-axis):

D3 = εT33E3 + pTpyro (11)

where D and E are respectively the electric induction and electric fields, εT33 the permittivity at

constant temperature and p the pyroelectric coefficient, the system-level equation is given as:

I = αṪpyro − C0V̇ (12)

with I and V the outgoing current and voltage, respectively. α and C0 are the current factor and

clamped capacitance given as:

 α = −Ap

C0 =
εT33A
e

(13)

where A and e respectively denote the cross-sectional area and thickness of the material.

In the framework of the evaluation of energy conversion and harvesting abilities, a resistive

load RL is connected to the transducer. Accordingly, the governing equation yields in harmonic

analysis, with ω the angular frequency:

V (ω)

RL
= jωαTpyro(ω)− jωC0V (ω) (14)

1Note that the global distance is considered so that rmin may be greater than rmax.
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leading to the expression of the associated average power P (∗ denotes the complex conjugate):

P =
1

2

V (ω)V ∗(ω)

RL
=

1

2

RLα
2ω2

1 + (RLC0ω)
2 (∆Tpyro)

2 (15)

with ∆Tpyro the temperature variation magnitude. Deriving and canceling Eq. (15) with respect

to the load resistance shows that the optimum value of the latter is (RL)opt = 1/ (C0ω) giving the

maximal power Pmax as:

Pmax =
1

4

α2

C0
ω (∆Tpyro)

2 (16)

3. Experimental validation

3.1. Experimental set-up and characterization

The experimental device and associated set-up is depicted in Figure 3. The harvester con-

sisted of a polyimide (PI) cantilever beam of 14 mm in length, 2 mm in width and 25 µm

in thickness. The MPMA material, consisting of a Nickel-Manganese-Indium-Cobalt compound

(Ni45Co5Mn36.6In13.4), was glued at the end of the beam on a surface of 3 × 2 mm2. The total

thickness of the MPMA and glue is 200 µm. Manufacturer datasheet [41] shows that the PI elastic

modulus varies from 2.5 GPa at 23 ˚C to 2 GPa at 200 ˚C. According to the device working con-

ditions, a value of 2.1 GPa was selected, so that the bending stiffness was found to be 6 mN.m−1

using Eq. (5). Such a value was then confirmed by placing a small mass of paper at the end of the

beam in horizontal configuration and measuring the difference in deflection produced by the paper

weight. To ensure good contact between the PI/MPMA beam and heat source, as well as provid-

ing a bias restoring force, the beam was pre-bent to exhibit a 2 mm tip deflection. According to

the flexibility of the polyimide substrate, its relatively limited displacement and good temperature

resilience, no mechanical fatigue was neither expected nor experienced.

Figure 3: Experimental set-up.
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A PTC heater (STEGO RCE 016) was used as hot source, with a thermocouple attached to

it to monitor the temperature using a AS One TR-KN temperature controller. Note that an

external laboratory power supply was used to provide electrical current to the heater, in order to

efficiently control the maximal current not to damage the unit. The applied voltage and current

were manually tuned to provide a hot temperature of approximately 115˚C. These conditions may

for instance reflect surface temperature of hot pipes, or temperature obtained through concentration

of incoming solar energy, although concentrators may compromise the small-scale dimensions for

the latter aspect. In practical application however where the working temperature range is fixed,

design parameters such as ferromagnetic transition temperature should be tuned in order to comply

with operating environment. Tuning this transition can be done for instance by modifying the

composition of the MPMA.

On the other side, a 6 mm diameter, 2.2 mm thick neodymium magnet was placed, with a

surface magnetic flux density measured as 0.2 T. As previously noted, the magnet is placed on the

cold side (ambient temperature) thanks to the specific characteristics of the MPMA (magnetization

gain with increasing temperature), allowing the use of conventional neodymium magnet. Finally,

between the magnet and the PI/MPMA beam, a pyroelectric element was placed. This pyroelectric

element was obtained by cutting a 5 × 5 mm2 squared shape (active surface) into a commercial

piezoelectric buzzer (Murata 7BB-20-3), with an active element thickness of 120 µm bonded onto

a 100 µm thick brass substrate. For electrode soldering and clamping purposes, the total surface

of the pyroelectric element (active and passive parts) is 4 times the active surface. Measured

capacitance of the transducer was 2.25 nF, consistent with measured dimensions and typical PZT

relative permittivity (≥1000). The distance between pyroelement and heat source was determined

to be 650 µm, while the pyroelement and the magnet center were separated by 3.1 mm.

From material characteristics and previous measurements, system parameters are given in Ta-

ble 2. Thermal parameters (conductivity, superficial exchange coefficient) have been obtained from

manufacturers’ datasheets, yielding values reported in Table 3. The MPMA characteristics were

obtained considering the alloy composition ratio. The total heat capacitance of the pyroelectric

element comprised both PZT and brass.

3.2. Magnetic characterization

Prior to heat engine operations, magnetic characterizations and computations for both MPMA

and magnet have been performed in order to derive the magnetic force.

3.2.1. Magnetic force exerted by the magnet

In the case of a cylindrical magnet of half radius a and half height b as considered in the present

study, the expressions of the radial and axial components of the magnetic flux density (namely Br

and Bz, respectively) can be given from elliptic integrals as [52]:
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Mechanical parameters

Beam stiffness K 6 mN.m−1

Thermal parameters

Substrate thermal conduction resistance Rsub 26 K.W−1

Total air thermal conduction resistance Rair 4300 K.W−1

Thermal superficial exchange resistance Rsup 670 K.W−1

MPMA thermal capacitance CMPMA 4.2× 10−3 J.K−1

Pyroelectric element thermal capacitance Cpyro 40× 10−3 J.K−1

Air thermal resistance ratio when in contact with hot side xmin 0.05

Air thermal resistance ratio when in contact with pyro xmax 0.95

Electrothermal parameters

Current factor α (pyroelectric coefficient of -570 µC.K−1.m−2 -

[42])

14× 10−9 C.K−1

Table 2: Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value Source

Substrate thermal conductivity 160 mW.m−1.K−1 [43]

Air thermal conductivity 25 mW.m−1.K−1 [44]

Thermal superficial transfer coefficient 15 W.m−2.K−1 [45]

MPMA volumetric heat capacity 3.5 MJ.m−3.K−1 [46–49], according to

stoichiometric ratio

PZT volumetric heat capacity 2.7 MJ.m−3.K−1 [50]

Brass volumetric heat capacity 3.2 MJ.m−3.K−1 [51]

Table 3: Thermal material parameters.
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Br = Br

[
α+C (k+, 1, 1,−1)− α−C (k−, 1, 1,−1)

]
Bz = Br

a
a+r

[
β+C

(
k+, γ

2, 1, γ
)
− β−C

(
k−, γ

2, 1, γ
) ] (17)

where:

z± = z ± b

α± = a√
z±2+(r+a)2

β± = z±√
z±2+(r+a)2

k± =
√

z±2+(a−r)2
z±2+(a+r)2

γ = a−r
a+r

(18)

and with C being the following generalized complete elliptic integral:

C(k, p, c, s) =

∫ π/2

0

c cos2 φ+ s sin2 φ(
cos2 φ+ p sin2 φ

)√
cos2 φ+ k2 sin2 φ

dφ (19)

From the computation of the magnetic flux density field, along with the related force expression

given by Eq. (8), Figure 4 depicts the effect of the magnet in the experimental configuration. It can

be shown that the MPMA is actually placed close to a position showing relatively sharp variation of

the magnetic flux density, yielding relatively high flux density gradient and thus force. Meanwhile,

the pre-bending of the beam by the PTC heater also offers a quite good alignment of the magnetic

force streamlines with the normal direction of the MPMA, ensuring that most of the magnetic

force is actually used for lifting the beam.

More precisely, it has been determined that the median angle ϕ between the magnetic force and

MPMA surface varies from 10˚(MPMA in contact with heater) to 40˚(contact with pyroelement).

Using the expression of the effective force acting on the MPMA given by Eq. (9), the median

effective force density coefficient ψ (i.e., force density removing the susceptibility-dependent term

and adding angle effect):
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Figure 4: Magnetic effects of the permanent magnet: grid represent magnetic flux density intensity and streamlines

the force. Colorbar refers to the magnetic flux density magnitude. Magnet is depicted within thick dashed black

lines and MPMA moving area is delimited in thick plain green lines.
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ψ = cos(φ)

√(
Br(r, z)

∂Br(r, z)

∂r
+Bz(r, z)

∂Bz(r, z)

∂r

)2

+

(
Br(r, z)

∂Br(r, z)

∂z
+Bz(r, z)

∂Bz(r, z)

∂z

)2

(20)

is depicted in Figure 5 for the MPMA-magnet distance range in the considered experiment (3.3-

3.9 mm). Associated quadratic fit gave the following approximation (with d the distance between

center of MPMA and magnet center, in meter):

ψ ≈ −2.2× 105d2 + 840d+ 0.76 (21)

leading to the force expression:

Fmag(d, T ) =
VMPMA

µ0

χ(TMPMA)

1 + χ(TMPMA)
ψ ≈ VMPMA

µ0

χ(TMPMA)

1 + χ(TMPMA)

(
−2.2× 105d2 + 840d+ 0.78

)
(22)

3.2.2. Magnetic response of MPMA

In order to evaluate the low-field susceptibility, a MPMA sample with same composition as the

one used in the experiment but in the shape of film was characterized using SQUID magnetometer

(MPMS2, Quantum Design, Inc.). External flux density was fixed to 50 mT. Local heating on the

sample allowed to vary the temperature up to 125 ˚C. Heating and cooling cycles were considered,

leading to results depicted in Figure 6. Results show a significant dependence of the magnetic

susceptibility upon the temperature, with a sharp increase arround 100 ˚C in heating stage. A

hysteretic behavior is also observed when considering major temperature cycles.

3.3. Experimental results

Using the exposed configuration, the heat engine shows oscillations with a mean period of

approximately 3 s. Thermal imaging equipment (Optris�Xi 400 thermographic camera) allowed

extracting the temperature map in the zone where MPMA moves (the MPMA temperature being
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Figure 5: Force density coefficient evolution with the distance and quadratic fit.
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Figure 6: Magnetic characterization of MPMA.

considered as the maximum temperature in the zone). Results are depicted in Figure 7, showing

a MPMA temperature variation from 55˚C to 81˚C. Note that no particular coating was applied

at the end of the heater (middle part is covered by polyimide tape) and on the magnet, yielding

inaccurate temperature reading on these particular elements due to low emissivity. The time-

dependent variation of the temperature was further confirmed by computing the difference of

thermal image between hot and cold cases (Figure 8). Finally, temperature reading close to the

MPMA working area indicated a pyroelectric element average temperature around 40˚C.

Due to the small capacitance value and low frequency, the output impedance of the pyroelectric

element is 210 MΩ. Hence, directly connecting the transducer to the oscilloscope (1 MΩ input

impedance) yields electrical condition close to short circuit. Therefore obtained voltage is an image

of the current, depicted in Figure 9, obtained in steady-state operations after heating up of the PTC

heater and thermalization of the pyroelement, which last a few cycles2. Hence, with an average

oscillation period of 3 seconds and a measurement time range of 50 seconds, approximately 16

oscillations are observed, which is considered sufficient to analyze the device operations in steady-

state. From the integration of this current (yielding generated electric charges) and division by

the cross-sectional area and pyroelectric coefficient, the temperature variation around the bias

temperature can be obtained, as depicted in Figure 10. It can be shown that the pyroelectric

temperature does not varies significantly (RMS value: 0.31˚C), possibly due to an imperfect

thermal contact between the MPMA and the pyroelement, but also because of the larger thermal

capacitance of the pyroelectric element (and its substrate) compared to the MPMA (notably due

to larger dimensions of the pyroelectric transducer). Part of the exchanged heat also flows to

the ambient environment through superficial exchanges. This difference however highlights the

possibility of separately tuning the MPMA operations for actuation and energy harvesting process

enabled by the pyroelectric element, therefore allowing a simpler device development.

2While it is not possible to experimentally observe the sole pyroelement thermalization effect (due to heating

up of the PTC cartridge), simulations indicate a slightly larger response of the pyroelectric element in the transient

stage.
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Figure 10: Reconstructed pyroelectric transducer temperature variation.

Output voltage of the pyroelectric element on a 100:1 probe with an input impedance of 100 MΩ

is shown in Figure 11. From these results, average power density was found to be 4.83 µW.cm−3.

When taking into account the cantilever beam and the transducer (active part), the power density

is 1.17 µW.cm−3. Normalizing these results to the energy generation per cycle (as scaling the de-

vice up or down would certainly change the oscillation frequency without changing the transition

dynamics too much), this yields a value of 14.32 µJ.cm−3.cyle−1. The peak power density was

estimated to 22 µW.cm−3 with respect to the MPMA volume, which is less than previous similar

devices using MPMA and electromagnetic conversion through a microcoil operating at high fre-

quency through frequency-up conversion mechanisms [35]. However, previously exposed average

power densities, reflecting the ability of actually supplying energy in a continuous way, show in-

creases by factors from 3 (power density with respect to MPMA) to 26.7 (energy density per cycle)

compared to the same devices. Such an enhancement is actually enabled not only by the better

energy conversion abilities of pyroelectric materials with respect to microcoil at small scale (as

the pyroelectric element allows directly converting heat energy into electricity as previously noted,

without the need of going through mechanical domain), but also thanks to the principle of heat

transfer from the MPMA to the pyroelectric element. Yet, there is lot of room for optimization

in terms of material, system and their co-design, as demonstrated by other heat engines exposed

in the literature (for example, it is estimated in [35], using a very similar alloy, that orders of

magnitude can be gained, notably by material design and oscillating structure optimization). In
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Figure 11: Pyroelectric transducer voltage with a load of 100 MΩ.
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this view, Section 4 will expose possible routes for enhancing the device performance.

Assuming that the device operation can be approximated by its harmonic response and following

Eq. (15), the theoretical power is found to be 14×10−11 W and 7×10−9 W, respectively for 1 MΩ

and 100 MΩ loads. Such values are in quite good agreement with experimentally measured powers,

equal to 8.7×10−11 W and 5.8×10−9 W for 1 MΩ and 100 MΩ loads respectively. At the considered

frequency, the optimal load being equal to 210 MΩ, a further gain of 30% can be expected by better

load matching.

3.4. Comparison with theoretical predictions and discussion

Using previously identified parameters, the model exposed in Section 2.2 has been numerically

implemented for assessing its performance in reflecting experimental data, allowing further opti-

mization works. Prior to this evaluation, MPMA susceptibility has been investigated in the temper-

ature range of interest (40-90 ˚C). Compared to results shown in Figure 6, the heat engine working

temperature range does not correspond to the temperature range where the MPMA features high-

est susceptibility. While this prevents from benefiting from high susceptibility variations, this has

the advantage of not requiring significant energy conversion from thermal to mechanical domains,

therefore focusing the energy path on thermal aspect for more efficient pyroelectric element conver-

sion. In addition, this allows drastically reducing the hysteretic behavior of the thermally-induced

MPMA magnetic response as only minor cycles are involved. Finally, this permits a significant

reduction of the structural stress due to phase transition, and thus limits potential ageing that

would affect the material characteristics over time.

With respect to these observations, only susceptibility in heating conditions are under consider-

ation. Furthermore, for an easier implementation of the numerical resolution, the MPMA magnetic

response has been fitted using a sigmoid function following an Ising-like model relating well phase

transitions [53]:

χ(TMPMA) =
χmax − χ0

2

[
1 +

2

π
arctan

(
TMPMA − Tc

Υ

)]
+ χ0 (23)

where χmax and χ0 are respectively the maximal and minimal (low temperature) susceptibilities, TC

the half-transition temperature and Υ the slope coefficient. Using χmax = 58×10−3, χ0 = 12×10−3,

Tc = 89 ˚C and Υ = 6.25 ˚C yields the results depicted in Figure 12, showing a good match

between experimental points and fitted curved in the temperature range of interest.

Implementing this equation and identified parameters within the previous model, as well as

considering hot side and cold side temperatures as 115 and 25 ˚C respectively, leads to the results

shown in Figure 13. Globally, simulation shows good agreement with experimental direct and

indirect measurements. Minor discrepancies, notably on the system’s dynamics, can be attributed

to the slightly different magnetic response of the glued MPMA compared to the film sample used

for characterization (although same raw material) as well as the glue effect. Another important
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aspect is the fact that the MPMA has been characterized considering low-field response (external

flux density of 50 mT), while it experiences higher fields in experiments, especially when in close

distance to the magnet. Also, the maximal temperature reached by the MPMA in simulations

(75 ˚C) is less than experiments (81 ˚C). Again, this can be explained by the slight difference

in magnetic response of the MPMA compared to characterization, as well as a possible nonlinear

mechanical behavior of the beam. Minimal temperatures, corresponding to higher beam restoring

force leading to contact to hot source, are however similar (55 ˚C in experiments vs. 52 ˚C in

simulation).

Still, simulation gives results highly consistent with experiments. In particular, peak-to-peak

voltage on a 100 MΩ load are in good agreement (∼2.2 V in experiments and 2.6 V in simulations)

as well as its RMS value (0.76 V in experiments in 0.79 V in simulation). While slightly higher

in simulation than expected from experimental coarse evaluation, pyroelectric mean temperature

value was confirmed in simulation, with a value of 48.2 ˚C. Its RMS variation was found to be

0.27 ˚C in simulation, which is similar to the value of 0.31 ˚C in experiments.

4. Optimization considerations

Based on the previously established numerical model, this Section proposes analyzing the effect

of some key device parameters. In addition, ferroelectric materials enabling the use of extracted

energy magnification interfaces [54, 55] that have also be shown to be adapted to pyroelectric

devices [39], effects of the latter on the energy conversion abilities will be devised as well.

4.1. Device configuration

This part aims at investigating the thermally-induced mechanical oscillations in the reported

heat engine, and successive heat transfers from the hot source to the MPMA and then from the

MPMA to the pyroelement. Hence, because of the coupling between the thermal, magnetic and

mechanical parts, associated parameters will be under consideration, and more particularly :

� for the thermal aspect: based on the lumped model shown in Figure 2, one critical aspect is

to ensure good contact between the MPMA and hot side during heating process and between

MPMA and pyroelectric element during cooling. This is represented by the distance ratio x.

� for the thermomagnetic aspect: mechanical movement of the device finds its root in the

varying magnetic properties (magnetic susceptibility) of the MPMA with the temperature.

One key parameter of this dependence lies in the ferromagnetic transition temperature TC .

� for the mechanical aspect: oscillations of the heat engine arise from the balance of the

magnetic force exerted by the magnet on the MPMA and the restoring force of the beam.

While the former is related to the thermomagnetic properties described above, the latter is

mainly dependent on the beam stiffness K.
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Due to system design constraints (surface flatness and parallelism, glue layer...), contacts be-

tween MPMA and hot source and between MPMA and pyroelectric element is not perfect. This has

been previously modeled as distance ratio x, where the minimal value corresponds to the contact

with the hot source (xmin = 0 means perfect contact with hot source) and the maximal one to

the contact with the pyroelectric element (xmax = 1 means perfect contact). Varying these values

while keeping all the other ones as previous yields results depicted in Figure 14. For both xmin

and xmax, the other extreme limit (in addition to 1 for xmax and 0 for xmin) has been set to 0.5,

corresponding to the middle distance between the pyroelectric element and the hot source. While

predictably the pyroelectric RMS voltage increases with the increase of the maximal distance ratio

(better contact with the pyroelectric element), with no operation below xmax ≈ 0.6, the minimal

ratio is surprisingly rather flat, even showing an optimal value around 0.25. Such an effect can

however be attributed to a higher pre-bending of the beam, therefore requiring higher magnetic

force and thus MPMA susceptibility. Achieving this higher value requiring higher temperature,

more heat is stored in the MPMA and then released to the pyroelectric element (which thus expe-

riences larger temperature swing without significant increase of the mean temperature as cooling

time is longer), yielding higher power in spite of lower frequency. Such an observation however

assumes linear operations of the pyroelectric element, which is nevertheless valid in the considered

temperature range.

Another aspect under consideration is the MPMA susceptibility dependence with the temper-

ature and associated magnetic force. While in experiments, temperature range corresponding to

low susceptibility and susceptibility variation was selected, one may consider to use temperature

ranges where the susceptibility variation is the highest. This also requires properly tailoring the

beam stiffness value or the magnetic force function of the magnet to ensure that magnetic and

mechanical forces balance arises in the high magnetic susceptibility variation range. When consid-

ering the former way along with a change in transition temperature Tc, numerically obtained RMS
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Figure 14: Simulation results for varying minimal and maximal distance ratios (thick red lines represent current

experimental conditions for each variable; the crossing point thus being the experimental configuration).
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voltage are displayed in Figure 15.

These results highlight that working close to the transition temperature, where susceptibility

slope is the highest, actually yields non-optimal operations. For example, Figure 15 shows that for

a fixed transition temperature, the optimal stiffness is the lowest one that ensures device operation,

which corresponds to the lowest possible temperature range (typically much below the transition

one). When considering fixed stiffness, performance increases when transition temperature moves

towards high values, hence out of range of the working temperature range. It can be noted that

for the specific material used in experiment, the chosen stiffness yields a working point close to

optimal operations.

Such observations actually arise from the energy conversion principles of the proposed heat

engine which relies on heat transfer, contrary to conventional implementations that consist in

converting thermal energy into mechanical motions prior to electrical conversion through electro-

magnetic [27, 29, 35] or piezoelectric [23] effects. In the present case, mechanical motion is solely

used for MPMA movement to trigger either heat exchange from the hot source to the MPMA

(heat storage) or from the MPMA to the pyroelectric element (heat release), the latter mecha-

nism initiating thermal to electrical energy conversion. Hence, enough heat should be stored when

the MPMA is in contact with the hot source, hence necessitating a relatively wide temperature

variation range. Thus, a slowly varying magnetic susceptibility is beneficial to this end, although

limiting vibration frequency at the benefit of temperature magnitude. However, minimal values

for maximal and minimal magnetization levels are still mandatory in order to allow the vibration

of the structure. This aspect is shown in Figure 15 through the non-operating (zero voltage) zone,

as well as the decrease of the required stiffness, already quite low, to go to the operating zone

as the transition temperature increases. Also, and while not taken into account in the present

simulation, hysteresis in the temperature-dependent susceptibility may further limit the interest

in exploiting sharp susceptibility variation in the proposed device. Even reduced, hysteresis may
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Figure 15: Simulation results for varying transition temperature and beam stiffness (thick red lines represent current

experimental conditions for each variable; the crossing point thus being the experimental configuration).
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still be present in considered minor loops, and should also be reduced as much as possible. These

observations and conclusions are also of prior importance when designing the device for a specific

application. Indeed, working temperatures are fixed by the considered application (heated pipe,

electronic component such as processor. . . ), and the materials and device characteristics have to

match this operating environment. Hence, transition temperature of the MPMA should be selected

accordingly to ensure good operations of the heat engine. In that sense, the property of the pro-

posed device where the mechanical oscillations are not part of the main energy transfer path yields

another interesting aspect of the proposed device. Indeed, the fact that transition temperature

should be higher than actually operating temperature range allows simpler material and device

development.

4.2. Electrical interface

Thanks to the dielectric nature of pyroelectric elements, nonlinear treatments of its output

voltage allowing energy conversion enhancement may be considered. In particular, synchronized

switch techniques have shown particular potentials in magnifying power output of piezoelectric

and pyroelectric microgenerators [39]. Among such techniques, the so-called Synchronous Electric

Charges Extraction (SECE) provides not only a power gain (up to 4 compared to standard DC case),

but also features a load independence feature that is attractive in many practical applications [56],

and is even more beneficial here due to the high value of optimal impedance due to low frequency

oscillations. The underlying principles of the SECE consist in extracting all of the electrical charges,

or equivalently electrostatic energy, available on the pyroelectric element when its voltage reaches

an extremum value.

Hence, based on open-circuit voltage waveforms extracted from charge generation derived from

experimentally measured short-circuit current, it is possible to investigate the possible benefit of

the SECE interface when applied to the proposed device. Specifically, generated charges were

obtained by integrating the short-circuit current. Then, the open-circuit voltage was derived by

dividing electrical charges by the capacitance value. Finally, time integration of this voltage, that

is reset on each extremum value, has been computed. Note that due to voltage continuity in such

a dielectric medium, this reset is equivalent to changes in initial voltage condition. At each voltage

cancellation, extracted energy Ei was estimated by:

Ei =
1

2
C0Vi

2 (24)

with Vi referring to the extremal voltage just before cancellation.

When doing so, the obtained voltages and energy are given in Figure 16. Results indicate a

potential average power using such an approach that is 3.6 times higher than in the experimental

case that considered pure resistive load. Even taking into account a 75% efficiency between ex-

tracted energy and actual harvested one [56], the SECE interface still allows a gain of 2.7 compared
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Figure 16: Estimation of open-circuit and SECE voltages and extracted energy using SECE derived from experi-

mental short-circuit current.

to resistive case, corresponding to power densities of 13 µW.cm−3 with respect to MPMA volume

and 3.15 µW.cm−3 when also taking into account beam and pyroelement volumes.

Hence, from the readily available harvester devised in this study, it can be shown that 1 µJ

can be harvested within 50 s. While this energy appears to be very low, this would for example

permit measurement and transmission every 6 hours considering STM300 module from Enocean

([57])3. However, circuit leakage and losses have not been taken into account in this calculation,

and would require optimization of the harvester (as previously discussed) or upscaling ([30]) in

order to provide more useable energy levels.

5. Conclusion

As an alternative to conventional thermoelectric modules for small scale thermal energy harvest-

ing from temperature gradient, this study proposed a heat engine based on a MultiPhysic Memory

Alloy (MPMA), that shows a reverse martensitic-austenite phase transition allowing a gain in mag-

netization with temperature, combined with pyroelectric element for thermal to electrical energy

conversion. The reported concept proposes a new paradigm compared to most of conventional heat

engines reported in the literature that rely on thermo-magneto-mechanical conversion (although

mechanical medium is still used for displacement). Specifically, the use of a pyroelectric element

permits a direct heat transfer from the MPMA and requires minor energy for mechanical medium.

Mechanical movement is still implemented for moving back and forth from the hot source to the

3Assuming 3.3 V supply voltage, with respective consumption of 30 µA.s and 100 µA.s for each sensing and

transmission cycle.
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pyroelectric element (using a small fraction of the thermal energy that is converted into mechanical

one), but is not used in the main energy flow for harvesting purposes, that directly goes from the

thermal source to the electrical one thanks to the direct heat transfer from the MPMA to the

pyroelectric element. In addition, the use of the pyroelectric element, capturing heat gained by

the MPMA during heating stage, allows a faster cooling of the alloys, thus yielding an increased

frequency.

Compared to similar devices using comparable metamagnetic Heusler alloy, experiments showed

gains in terms of power densities by factors from 3 to 10 (according to the considered volume) and

in terms of energy density per cycle by a factor of 26.7 (considering MPMA, beam and active part

of transducer - i.e., pyroelectric element). Preliminary investigations of optimization potentials

showed that this power density can besides be further increased, through material and system op-

timization, or by appropriate electrical interfaces; the latter potentially providing an additional gain

close to a factor of 3. Finally, the proposed concept can also be adapted to any heat engine using

ferromagnetic materials or ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys, as the pyroelectric element could

be placed on the hot side (only temperature variations are of consideration when it comes to pyro-

electric energy conversion). Hence, the exposed method can also be adapted to high-performance

heat engines using for instance Ni-Mn-Ga compounds, even possibly combining electromechani-

cal (electromagnetic or piezoelectric effects) and electrothermal (pyroelectric coupling) conversion

effects. By properly shaping the energy conversion routes (electrothermal - as in this study - or

thermoelectromechanical) as well as thermal paths within the system, this would therefore provide

means of small-scale energy harvesting devices with better performance than conventional thermo-

electric modules. In that view, an interesting aspect would be the investigation of materials and

devices dimensions that can yield benefits from up-scaling. Also, the experimental development

of proper electrical interfaces, preliminary investigated here, is a complementary route for enhanc-

ing the global device performance. Finally, further works may also target the development of a

complete demonstrator powering an autonomous sensor using the proposed concept.
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